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IEFP-OECD Symposium on 
Financial Education

First Panel Session

Financial Education in a sound financial 
regulatory environment

Financial Education and Retirement Income

Ross Jones
Deputy Chairman, Australian Prudential Regulation Authority
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The changing face of pension provision

• Defined benefits in decline, rapid growth in defined 
contributions schemes

• In defined benefits schemes, the employer generally 
guarantees retirement income and assumes the risk

• In defined contributions schemes, retirement income 
depends on investment returns and contributions so the risk 
is passed to the worker

• Workers consequently need more financial education and 
knowledge to manage accumulation, asset volatility, 
longevity and inflation risks
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Those at risk

• Financial literacy is in many countries strongly associated 
with a person’s age, gender, education and socio-economic 
status

• Poor financial literacy in the elderly (especially people over 
70); females (especially females over 70); poorly educated 
people; and those with high levels of socio-economic 
disadvantage (for example unemployed and those on other 
forms of government benefits and allowances)

• People make decisions with regard to their finances which 
are detrimental to post work living standards
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Australian studies of investment 
fundamentals

• A significant proportion of people did not read financial 
statements sent to them by their pension fund

• Almost one third found the statements sent by their fund 
difficult to understand

• Many people, indicated that they ‘couldn’t be bothered’ to 
read the statement

• 50% of Australian pension fund members didn’t know if their 
scheme was defined benefits or defined contributions
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Why is financial education for retirement 
saving income such a problem

• Complexity of retirement saving systems (e.g. tax regimes)

• Engagement of younger people

• How much is needed in retirement
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Financial literacy and the ‘language’
of the industry

• High levels of complexity and ambiguity in language

• Meaning of ‘default fund’, ‘growth fund’, lifestyle option’, etc
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Default fund significance

• Watson Wyatt estimate that DC pension-assets are around 
40% of global pension assets

• Fund members often make no active choice so they are put 
in default option

• Members have little understanding of default fund/option
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Fund labelling

• Are members capable of understanding risk tolerance?

• Can members understand growth and defensive assets?
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OECD: Improving Financial Education and Awareness
on Insurance and Private Pensions (2008)

• Understanding the relationship between risk and return is 
insufficient

• Importance of cultural, social and government factors

• Impact of complexity


